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Welcome!
The second edition of Full Steam Ahead has arrived, hot the on the sequential heels
of Edition no. 1 from a mere eighteen moons ago. Welcome especially to all the
new ASBA members who have joined in this time – a big jump from 47 in FSA #1!

ASBA Foundation Members!

We are particularly pleased to launch FSA in new and expanded scope, including several new member input sections
– plus a new type of game: the Ssssssssleuth! Get your entries in for a chance to win cold-hard A$BA Bucks, which can be
used on membership fees, or, if it ever materializes, merchandise. Just kidding, it will materialize eventually.
Enjoy!
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ASBA Update
Growth beneath a
Firestorm

Jack Tsonis
ASBA President

Dear Sauners, Steamers, and Sweaters of all kinds,
In other circumstances, this moment would be cause of fanfare and celebration – finally,
the second edition of Full Steam Ahead has arrived, snapping at the proverbialis maximus
of the first edition in January 2018.
But of course, the world is in chaos, and things are only barely starting to stabilise.
Celebration isn’t the right mood.
However, this new edition of the newsletter is a good sign that ASBA’s rhizomal growth
remains healthy and strong, and that our roots continue to sink ever deeper into the soil.
It might even be said that ASBA’s near-total lack of resources has left the association
completely unexposed to economic turmoil wrought by COVID-19 – meaning that we
have taken no financial hit at all, and there is zero increased threat to the association’s
viability. There may, of course, be a downturn in public interest in sauna moving forward
(possibly for quite some time); but ASBA does not rely on public interest. Instead, ASBA
relies on the enthusiasm of its small base of members, with the expansion of public
interest being merely a wonderful, important, and impactful goal – but however central
that goal, it is not necessary for the association to legally exist, and certainly not necessary
for ASBA to make its own unique mark on history.
It’s as if a wildfire is raging across the whole earth, but ASBA is a seed, buried deep
enough under the soil to not get burned. It is alive, and will germinate later. We are not
germinated by fire (like some native plants), and we mourn the loss above. But we face no
risk of incineration.
The only conspicuous impacts of COVID-19 on the association have been the cancellation
of the in-person 2020 AGM, and indefinite postponement of the Monthly Meet-Ups in
Sydney and Melbourne. We are not sure when Meet-Ups will be legally permissible, but
we are hopeful things can resume before the year is out.
We are, at least, happy to have recently announced an e-AGM via Zoom (June 27), which
will allow us to connect, discuss the association, and create yet more historic minutes for
the ASBA archive.

PTO
#saunamakespeoplehappy
#spreadthegoodheat

www.ASBAsweat.org
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ASBA Update

(cont.)

A few other quick updates :
The Foundation Membership period is over, and in that time ASBA gathered a
whopping 73 members! I’ll save a full update about membership for the upcoming
State of the Steam address (at the AGM)
Sadly, the mobile sauna project announced earlier this year has been completely
halted due to COVID-19. The plan was to launch it at the AGM this year, but now we
can save the launch for the 2021 AGM – which is also ASBA’s five-year anniversary, and
thus our first Magnificent General Meeting. Again, more on this at the e-AGM in June.
Membership renewal invoices will be sent soon, along with any outstanding Welcome
Packs (apologies to those new members still waiting for packs).
Finally, I want to make a big point of thanking ASBA’s new Ssssssecretary, Cameron Hill. The
appearance of FSA#2 is down to his gusto and enthusiasm, and Cam took a majority of the
editorial responsibilities. He was also behind the initiative to survey ASBA members for
newsletter content, and we are excited to see this tradition evolve. We got some great
responses in the first batch, and I expect this aspect of FSA will become a cherished ASBA
tradition (and a wonderful forum for creativity).
So, enjoy the newsssssssssletter!
I look forward to seeing everyone who can make the AGM on June 27.
Yours warmly,
Jack Tsonis
ASBA President
jack@asbasweat.org

The outstanding ’saunabureau’ setup in the brand-spanking new Mobiba sauna now
owned by ASBA Ssssssecretary, Cameron Hill. Congratulations on the investment,
dear friend! Note: The table—ingeniously—is actually just part of the wooden
packaging that the sauna stove was shipped in. Mmmmmwa!

#saunamakespeoplehappy
#spreadthegoodheat

www.ASBAsweat.org
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ASBA members give a snapshot of life
in the current moment
1) Have you been able use sauna or steam
during the COVID-19 lockdown
period? If not – how does that feel? If
yes, does this mean you have a home
sauna or steam set-up?
No! There are no private saunas that I know
of in Canberra, I just moved here before
the outbreak.

2) Have you ever used
sauna/sweat bathing
as a way of treating a
cold (after you have
acquired it)?
Never
I would if I could but I can't!
I sometimes try to use to sauna or steam when I get a cold

Yep. Just got a tent sauna.
Yes – I have a home sauna and am using it
5-6 times per week. It is glorious. I feel for
everybody who can't get a sweat at the
moment.
No, it's large part of my health / relaxation
routine so the local sauna is dearly missed.
I have not. I am yearning for it! Where I
might normally saun when feeling a bit of a
snuffle or some such come on, now I am
restricted to a pot of hot water!
Three weeks without a sauna. Not happy
Jan! Ours is at our southerly holiday home
and whilst we can visit for "essential
services or to complete a check security", I
have been unable to get a High Court
ruling on whether engaging in a bit of
sauna action falls within these parameters.

I always try to use sauna or steam when I get a cold
I use it after the peak of a cold, as away of flushing out

3) Does the approach
of winter each year
make you excited
about sauna?
Yes – the first chills
of autumn make me
think about sauna
with a smile
I don’t have a special
season for sweating. I
just get in the box
whenever I have the
opportunity.

It has in recent years,
but before ASBA I
would not have
thought it possible.

4) If you had to take a tourist to one bathing facility in your city/town (and one
bathing facility only), which one would it be?
Harold Holt memorial swimming pool. Absolutely iconic.
(Melbourne)

Premier Health & Fitness Centre in Sydney – well worth
the $40 if you have 2-3 hours

The answer would have been Icebergs if in Sydney, but
now I'm in Canberra...

Finnish Society Sauna (Melbourne)

Terry Tyzack Aquatic Centre in Inglewood (Perth)

#saunamakespeoplehappy
#spreadthegoodheat

www.ASBAsweat.org

ASBA HQ (Sydney)
Our sauna (Southport, Tas)
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Each edition of
Full Steam Ahead
will profile an
Australian sauna.

Sweat Report (Australia)
The Real Deal!

Finnish Society Of Melbourne

Review by Tom Jenkins

(ASBA member, Melbourne)

Finnish Hall, 119 Pier St, Altona (VIC)
Open: Mon: 9am-5pm; Wed-Sun: 9am-5pm
Phone: (03) 9398 4143 – ask for Kiimo
Web:
https://fsmelbourne.com.au/finnish-hall/sauna/
Private booking required:
$25 per person for 90 min (non-members price); see
website for members applications). Sauna fits 6-8 people.

Above: HQ of the Finnish Society of Melbourne
Below: The terrific sauna within!!
Bottom: A good old-fashioned community hall

This edition, Tom J. hit the Finnish Society in sauna for a
Melbourne ASBA meetup.

It was a mild January afternoon when I made my
way to Altona for the monthly ASBA meetup at The
Finnish Society in Altona. Passing by the front of the
building, I was met with a charming west-facing and
sun drenched paved deck which leads into the
sauna area in the rear.
The sauna facilities here are fantastic. Constructed
in 2017 by Melbourne company Finnleo, it has
everything you need for a comprehensive and
relaxing sweat.
Upon first setting foot through the door you can
see that management take pride in the
maintenance and have made optimal use of the
space inside to enhance patron experience.
Admittedly, this was my first sauna outside of the
public aquatic centre domain, which all but
compliments the restorative experience I had at the
Finnish Society. First – it gets HOT. The electric
powered stone heater works with the medium
sized, two tier room perfectly. And, of course, water
on the rocks is definitely allowed here!
Between stints, we took short breaks outside,
taking in the cooler air and rehydrating. A minor yet
important difference from the local swim centres is
including a break area where patrons can recoup in
between sessions, and I feel like the Finnish Society
nailed this subtle detail.

When the session is over, there are clean and modern
shower and change facilities for patrons, which add that
extra touch of service to the experience.
I will most certainly return to the Finnish Society for years
to come. While the entry conditions aren’t entirely straight
forward (bookings and minimum fees are required), the
bottom line here is entirely reasonable; and given that the
money goes toward keeping this gem of the west running,
I will gladly make the effort required to keep coming back.

#saunamakespeoplehappy
#spreadthegoodheat

www.ASBAsweat.org
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Sweat Report (International)
Nordenskiold
Lodge

Each edition of Full
Steam Ahead will
profile an
international sauna.

This issue we are in…

In Longyearbyen, a small coalmining town on Spitsbergen Island,
in Norway's Svalbard archipelago.

Review by Michael Honey

SVALBARD

(ASBA Member, Canberra)
Visited May 2017

(Norway)

I have sauned in a few places and look forward to many more, but I doubt I will get closer to the north
pole that this. Getting there takes quite a bit of work.
First, fly to Norway. Then train and ferry to Tromsø, above the Arctic circle. Next fly to Longyearbyen in
Svalbard. Finally, it's a freezing-cold 1.5-hour ride in a high-speed “rigid-inflatable” boat to the lodge
next to the Nordenskiöld glacier, where you are greeted by the housekeeper who carries a rifle for
protection from polar bears.
The lodge has admirable priorities: there’s no electricity or running water, but they have an excellent
sauna. The freestanding hut is a traditional Nordic type, 4 x 2.5 metres, with an anteroom for undressing
and stacking wood, and a smoked-glass door to the sauna proper. Inside, there’s a window to the left as
you walk in, with the heater in front of you, and a double bench runs along the right wall and the far end.
After a day out on the glacier or kayaking among icebergs, the sauna is very welcome.
The heater was generous given the size of the sauna, which made it very responsive: the sauna heated up
fast and it was easy to adjust the heat as desired. We were there in summer, twenty-four hours of daylight
and ~5 degrees Celsius around the clock: in winter it’s much colder and I imagine the heater would have
been worked harder. No trees grow in Svalbard, so the wood was imported from the mainland, packs of
pine stacked up outside. These wood-packs are very common in Norway: you see them stacked outside
most country houses. The emphasis was on conviviality and post-glacier relaxation, so we didn't go too
hot: I would estimate ~70C, but the system definitely had the capacity to go much hotter.

PTO

The rustic beauty of Nordenskiold Lodge, Svalbard. Sauna placed perfectly next next to a bay fed by a melting glacier.
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Sweat Report (International) (cont.)

There was a cold-water bucket inside which we refilled for each session. It was summer, so no snow nearby, but there was
the very cold glacier-water bay about 30m away for jumping in. Just standing outside for a while was quite lovely,
contemplating the glacier in the eternal sunset: while the sun is always above the horizon, it’s never high in the sky, so when
it's not cloudy the light is beautiful.
The sauna also provided hot water for the lodge by the simple expedient of a ~20 litre urn sitting on top of the heater. This
meant that the sauna doubled as a place to wash once the session was over: use a little bucket to scoop some cold water
out of the big bucket, add some hot water from the urn, splish-splash. A drain in the floor let the water out.
There was a bit of negotiation clothing-wise, as we had 8 people coming from different nudity traditions and levels of
comfort: I think we ended up with 5 of us naked and 3 in swimmers. Different groups would have different dynamics, and its
always good to be sensitive to others’ needs. Most of us enjoyed just one or two twenty-minute sets each evening, but I
found myself discussing philosophy and metaphysics at length with other guests, coming together at the top of the world
to enjoy sauna together.

Above: Svalbard, at the top of
the world.

Left: The convivial group
atmosphere, with sauna and
woodstack in background.

Nordenskiold Lodge’s Website:

https://www.basecampexplorer.com/spitsbergen/hotels/nordenskiold/
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Sauna Research Snapshot

https://f1000research.com/article
s/9-292

How to read this abstract:
1.

Introductory sentence to establish the topic,
and the problem.

Also serves to set up the stakes of the article, given the
topic.

2.

Further contextualization sentence.

3.

Summary sentence – what the paper is about.

4.

Short topic summary.

5.

Sentence about the practical importance/impact
of the topic. Also serves to highlight the research
gap. **The most important part of the abstract.**

Getting the reader further into the headspace of the topic.

(Note that the research gap – i.e. the need for this review –
is implied, but not explicit at this stage).

(Presumably written in such detail to ensure the abstract is
useful even without the article.)

(Normally this would come earlier in an abstract, but the
topic is of such uncommon significance that readers are
likely to intuit the research gap before it is made explicit.)

6.

Implications of the study, and implications of the
topic more generally.
Including possibilities for further research, and many
possibilities for wider transformations of community
wellness practices.

TL;DR
This article argues that sauna and other types of thermic bathing
have great potential in fighting infections and promoting wellness.
Such practices should be utilized more, and should be integrated
more widely into community health infrastructure to support longterm community resilience.

As you can see above the title of the paper, this
is classified as an “opinion article”, which means
it is not a report on clinical trials or other
experimental results. This does not decrease its
value, of course — because thought-pieces are as
important as actual evidence, as they tend to set
research agendas — but it is always important to
understand the nature of what one is reading.
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Further reading
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On the theme of sauna and COVID-19
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An in-depth look from Estonia’s finest sauna-culture purveyor at how
saunas may or may not prevent the Corona virus:
https://medium.com/estoniansaunas/can-saunas-cure-corona-virus-a73a24b8a2e5

An amusing way to turn a bath into a sauna, Japanese-style:
https://soranews24.com/2020/04/24/testing-japans-stay-home-sauna-solution-theofuro-de-sauna-kasa%E3%80%90photos%E3%80%91/

Facebook post by the great sweat-legend himself, Mikkel
Aaland, about using trail sauna/tent in his backyard:
https://www.facebook.com/mikkel.aaland/posts/10223662135560061

Do you have any good links?
If so, send them to info@asbasweat.org
and we’ll try to include them here.

#saunamakespeoplehappy
#spreadthegoodheat

www.ASBAsweat.org
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The Sizzler

Let ‘er

sizz

Where ASBA members ask a difficult or
controversial question
This season we had a fantastic question from our man in Melbourne, Lindsay M:

“What is the current etiquette for
talking in the hotbox?”
Of course, it kinda depends what country you’re in: I can count the chats I had in Japanese
public saunas on two hands. While I was in Finland, the Baltics and Russia, the amount of
conversation ran the full gamut from boisterous to silent. You may have heard that whole
Finnish maxim “you should behave in the sauna as if you were in church”, but I’ve even seen
that interpreted both ways (respectfully quiet vs neighbourly and welcome”). The answer
could also be largely generational.
You know, one of the things I love about sauna is how it can really all be about sussing the
mood and responding accordingly. Some saunas that are chatty as hell one day can be
blissfully silent the next. I’m more of a chatty sweater myself, but sure there are times when I
love me a quiet sweat. But I think it’s great sauna practice to just roll with whatever comes
your way, no? Insofar as we’re attempting to reformulate and rebirth sauna culture in
Australia, I guess we also have to ask “what do we want the etiquette in Australia to be?”.
We’d love it if people could talk this one over in the hotbox and get back to us ;)
– Cam

#saunamakespeoplehappy
#spreadthegoodheat

www.ASBAsweat.org
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Rant away to Steamin’ Sally
Warmed up from his sizzler, Lindsay throws a real burn
on an otherwise fine establishment in Melbourne.

Dear Steamin’ Sally,
Where oh where to start on the supreme irritation of the lifeguards roaming the surrounds of Melbourne
Sports and Aquatic Centre (MSAC) in Albert Park!! Honestly, I have never come across individuals more
focused on reducing the quality of a bathing experience than these red and yellow fascists hellbent on
strictly enforcing ‘the rules’ at all costs.
“Is your head drooping a little in the steam room there???!!” “Not allowed, heads up!” “Are you
contemplating laying down? Not allowed!” “Wristbands out, where I can see them, at all times!”.
Never have I been so antagonised in the wonderfully steamy surrounds of an otherwise idyllic aquatic
wonderland which has a sauna and spa setup that should make the southside of Melbourne proud. I think
MSAC must’ve done their latest recruiting drive in Pyongyang! Although one would hope that the
Koreans, North or South, would have more respect for the rights of their bathers and sweaters than these
miniature despots. Despite this we did still manage to enjoy a sweat when we visited but have hardly
rushed back!
– Lindsay M. (Melbourne)

Crikey Lindsay! This story sure does make Sally steam, and not in a good way.
As a swimmer who once lived in Japan, I sure do know how lifeguards can really suck the life out of an
aquatic experience with confounding rules (no water bottles near the water….. Wait, what?). But rest
assured if there’s one thing Koreans (most certainly in the south) know how to do, it is how to steam it up
at the jjimjilbang.
I find the ‘drooping head’ rule particularly sad: to illustrate, let me tell a story about when I was in
Rajaportin, the oldest public sauna in Tampere, Finland. I had been bathing for some time, chewing the
fat with a bunch of old boys on the top (and only) level of the hotbox, some 2-3 metres above the stove.
As per decorum, a fella walked in the room and asked “Löyly?”, to which everyone naturally consented
for more steam. Well, the fella was a little aggressive in his application, and the tsunami-like waves of
singeing heat that hit us had all 7 of us simultaneously putting our heads down near our knees. It was
indeed like some kind of sauna prayer, sacred and blurry in its division of pain and pleasure. Was it too
much? Maybe. Would we want someone to go around to tell him not to do that? Absolutely not.
Anyways, I could be here all day talking about the intellectual and cultural power vacuum that has been
ill-filled and manhandled by Australian public health facilities with regards to sauna, leading to the
creation of a wide variety of rules that defy both common sense and fundamental sauna philosophy. I’m
curious to what extent you have tried to open a dialogue with the guards/institution, not that I have ever
found such dialogue that fruitful, to be honest. But rest assured that ASBA has this kind of uninformed,
mendacious rock-blocking firmly in its sights as part of our crusade in reforming Australian sauna culture.
Here’s to putting the LOL back in löyly,
– Steamin’ Sally
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Thoughts on Thermaculture
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Deeper reflections and observations from
ASBA members about the world of sauna

#1 : KINDLINGS

“Have you recently had any great ideas or epiphanies
while sitting in a sauna or steam room?”
Cameron (WA) says:
“I recently realised that one of the great things that wood-fired DIY saunas could bring to
Australian sweat bathing culture is that the temperature and humidity of the hotbox could
be totally tailored to each person's taste. This would be especially important for novices
and those for whom the standard 70-90 degree, really dry public sauna is not ideal.”

Jack (NSW) writes:
Yes, but I don't know how to make it. I want a device that is like a silicone baking tray, except
longer, and with one end open, so that you can fit it over your spine (like a suction pad). Then you
would pour ice-cold water into the device, and enjoy the acupuncture-like, targeted effects of
freezing water on the spine, for a few minutes.
The device would be called 'THE SPINE-TINGLER'. Patent pending (not yet sought).
I don't know if the device would work, but it is based on observation that, when pouring a bucket of
cold water over the head, the spine seems particularly sensitive. You would need very cold water to
make it work, but this is easily achievable for the committed, even in a home setting
(home ice-water tips for a future FSA).

#2: THINKING OUTSIDE THE BOX:

“Do you have a crazy idea for a sauna design/experience?”
Cameron (WA) says:
“I often lament the original, pre-2012 existence and super-hospitable spirit of Couchsurfing.com as a way
of travelling, meeting new people and organising impromptu social gatherings. Similarly, I am a fan of
hitchhiking as a vehicle, if you'll pardon the pun, for chance encounters. Putting these practices together
with a love of sauna, the following spark lit up:
Imagine there was a system of Saunasurfing (better name needed), on which an international database of
private saunas was created, where saunas were offered for sweats (with the host, obviously) for
saunatarian travellers.
Could be an absolutely terrible idea, with quite obvious pitfalls... or it could be some 150 degree genius.”
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#2: THINKING OUTSIDE THE BOX:
“Do you have a crazy idea for a sauna design/experience?”

Thoughts on Thermaculture
Cont.

To which our mysterious friend, Rudi Konstanz (Intl.), then ups the ante with this idea:
What about a “Sauna Cannon into Space!” experience. It's like a Ferris wheel, but a million times cooler. Imagine this.
You climb into a capsule (with up to 9 friends), you put on a seat belt, and you get blasted into the atmosphere. You get
blasted at least 100km into the air, going through the stratosphere, through the mesosphere, and into the thermosphere
(up where there auroras take place, above all other weather).
The capsule is self-stabilising. After launch, you can take off the seat belt and experience normal earth-like
gravity/balance. Nothing is difficult. Everything is easy. The capsule has clear windows that never get foggy or cloudy.
You can see everything – the earth beneath you, and the space above you, from all directions. You can see the Strait of
Gibraltar below, and satellites flying above. It is beautiful, and mesmerising. The capsule is not connected to anything,
and follows some kind of electro-magnetic path. It is smooth and flawless every time.
Again, like a big Ferris wheel, on a grand half-circle loop. It is always safe.
The capsule (and this is the point) is also a sauna.
A terrific, full-scale, traditional sauna. It has wooden benches, a big stove in one corner, several ladles, and a bucket that
never goes empty. You can create as much steam as you want. There is a big plunge pool on the opposite side of the
room. It is ice-cold, and perfect. It can fit all 10 people if necessary. The pool is deep, but very easy to get out of. It is
perfect. There are benches like a normal sauna, from low to high, meeting all preferences, in all moments.
Also! – There is an invisible wall which creates a separate cool-down area, allowing everyone to have multiple sets of
heat (like you would on earth). I'm not sure exactly what it looks like, but it is perfectly designed. Everything is perfect.
In addition to sauna-zone and cool-zone, there is a cleaning/rejuvenation zone. This includes cubicles with showers,
body scrubs, hair care products, shaving and body products, massage beds, massage chairs, refreshments, and, of
course, Japanese-style futuristic toilets. Oh, and an infinite pile of the world's most comfortable towels. The towels are
so good they almost feel like moisturiser. But they dry you perfectly.
Launching the capsule takes only a few minutes, and is like a roller-coaster going into space. Very quickly, the capsule
stabilises, and you find yourself floating above the earth in a sauna that has just hit perfect temperature.
Your personal belongings have been left in a locker on entry, and will be retrieved when you leave. You sweat naked, or
in swimwear, according to personal and/or group preference. This is a zero-stress zone. You and your friends can
“saun up a storm” to your heart's content. The experience takes as long as you want, between 10 minutes and 6 hours.
You can do it alone if you want. That's also perfectly fine. Re-entry is so gentle as to be imperceptible, unless you are
looking out the window to watch the world reappear.
You leave feeling happy, relaxed, and with rosy cheeks.
**The experience is completely free, and is funded by the government.** It is available all over the country, within 30
minutes’ drive of any postcode. There is sufficient capacity to carry 85% of the national population at any one time.
Everyone could decompress in space as often as they wanted. For free.
The person driving home gets a free coffee if they want one (#designated_driver). Hopefully, by then, electric buses can
pick people up and drop them home (if we can achieve all the rest, why not).
Oh, what a glorious world it would be where humans took collective wellbeing seriously enough to pursue such a
scheme. Given the last 100 years of technological progress, I think we could do it.
Just an idea.
Go for it.
– Rudi
P.S. The sauna capsule would have an «automatic return» function in case of health emergencies,
and everyone would be saved. There are no problems in this scenario.
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Hot Tips

Each edition of Full Steam Ahead will include
tips you can use to enhance your sauna
experience.

First, a simple tip from ASBA HQ (Jack):
If you want maximise löyly (steam) from a stove that is not super powerful, it is better to
pour water over small single areas rather than splashing the whole top layer of rocks. This will
allow you to get more pours before the stones need to re-heat. (This is what Finns do for
traditional savusauna [smoke sauna; heated all day; fire extinguished before use], but it works
well on small stoves without enough power for constant lölyly production. It is also a good tip
for anyone lucky enough to own a Mobiba mobile sauna!)

Next, this edition’s heartfelt and beautifully long-form
tip comes from Chris in NSW

.

Editorial note (Cam): as a recent buyer of a Mobiba tent myself, I
thoroughly concur with Chris’ advice. To boot, Alexander over at
Saunalution (currently selling on eBay) is an absolute champ and wonderful
patron of sauna culture. Extremely helpful and a real funny fella.

Hi Guys,
Thank you for the excellent work for getting Sauna culture more known here in Australia. I am from
Finland and migrated here "some" years back and was a member of the official Finnish sauna club
(Sauna Seura), where I visited weekly or more often if it was just possible. So when we moved here,
before I can build a one for myself, I was looking up the easiest way to get temporary sauna going.
Lots of google and phone calls and I ended up to order Mobiba Sauna Tent from Siberia, where it was
available for shipping in to Australia. I tried to get a Finnish one (or from somewhere closer to
Australia), but it was either too expensive to ship or they did not ship outside Europe at all. I have had
and used the Mobiba tent now 7 years. I have taken it with us, when camping (excellent conversation
starter when people laughing about the tent that has a heater :-) ) or have set it up at home into the
backyard.
Stones for the heater I have collected from the river from Barrington tops and I'm still using the same
old river rocks, even though the rocks are not the best for storing a heat, like a proper sauna rock with
some iron inside of it. The tent has been excellent and you can easily get inside temperature up over
120Cº if wanted! Some wear and tear there is around where the poles goes in tent corners, but that is
to be expected.
So, this is the tip (something I recently learned): Every now and then, I am browsing common online
market web sites and looking for sauna heater for my sauna build (not a electric one) and happen to
found that, now you can get Mobiba sauna tents here at the Australia as well and they are
shipping it from the Victoria (if I remember right) and the cost of around $1300 (from eBay),
which I think is not that bad these days.
Also, I have found the river rocks I use for a heater to be quit a good and don't break even when being
heat it up properly :-)
Regards,
Chris
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Sssssleuth
By mandate of the
ASBA Constitution
(§50.1.12), each
edition of Full Steam
Ahead must include
“at least one
crossword, game, or
other ludic device,
ideally with a sweat
bathing theme”.
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Becaus

GOAL:

Using the letters below, create as many
sweat-bathing related words as possible.

RULES:

This edition sees a
terrific new type of
game: the sleuth.
Thusly, we present
ASBAGLD002.
Responses published in
Full Steam Ahead No. 3
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1.

Each letter may only be used once in a single word.

2.

Foreign language words accepted (please provide
definition).

3.

If a word is not obviously related to sweat bathing,
it must include a short justification (e.g. “chair”,
because you can sit on a chair in a mobile sauna).
This greatly expands the number of possible words
in a sleuth. Convoluted justifications are welcome,
but a word will only be accepted where the
justification is compelling.
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FSA#1 Answers
ASBAGLD001
Congratulations to Alex (NSW) for being the first
to successfully complete the crossword in FSA#1.
He picks up a handy $10 of A$BA Bucks!
Across
3. Russian version of a sauna [banya]
5. Cold _____ pool [plunge]
6. You can't see it, but boy can you feel it [heat]
8. Everyone calls me steam [vapour]
10. Wood commonly used for sauna building [aspen]
12. The controversial form of modern sauna [infrared]
13. We get really hot [rocks]
Down
1. Normally used for soup [ladle]
2. The world's newest sauna-based religion [Saunatarianism]
3. Sit on me [bench]
4. Liquid secreted from the skin [sweat]
7. Colour of your cheeks after a sauna [rosy]
9. The spiritual home of sauna [Finland]
11. Finnish word for the beautiful steam of the sauna [löyly]

COMPETITION!
The ASBA member who
submits the most number of
legitimate words will win
$20 worth of A$BA Bucks, i.e.
a voucher that can be
redeemed when you renew
your membership, or when we
start selling merch.

To be in the running, submit your entry to
cam@asbasweat.org by July 24, 2020.
Use subject line: “ASBA Sleuth Entry”
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Tongue in Groove
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A place for thermic bathing poetry

Why did you kill me?
I was simply resting in the sauna.
Why did you kill me?
I was taking refuge
in the lovely wooden box.
Why did you kill me?
The box was so warm,
and so safe.
Why did you kill me?
I was raising a family,
and I wanted to live.
Why did you kill me?
I was doing nothing
that should have alarmed you.
Why did you kill me?
I was even trying to hide.
I ran away when you approached me
with your stick.
But you still killed me.
Why?
Great evil naked warlord,
you came at me with such violent force.
Are you that scared of me,
a simple redback spider?
When you smushed me
into the underside of the bench,
did you feel safer?
Dostoyevsky knew there were spiders in every banya.
Do you think he killed them all?
I hope you make the most of your life,
because you have taken mine.
Remember always that your pleasure
is only possible because of my pain.
You say you love peace,
but you are a master of violence.
Do not forget this, human.
– JT
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